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Melbourne mum Cherie Moore (centre), who has a brain tumour, and her family fear for others who cannot
afford drugs such as Avastin, which is not PBSlisted. Picture: Jay Town
Source: News Corp Australia
DYING Australians are being denied access to 36 cancer drugs that doctors say must be funded
urgently to prolong their lives.
The drugs  which treat everything from prostate, breast, lung and brain to blood and renal cancers  have been
identified by an alliance of oncologists and support groups pushing for an overhaul of medication subsidies to
make them accessible to all.
Most have already been rejected by the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee, while some have not even
been submitted for consideration because drug companies fear being caught up in years of red tape.
The plea comes as the head of the UK’s Cancer Drugs Fund has recommended Australia adopt a fund outside
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme to fasttrack access to desperately needed new cancer medication and
drive down the exorbitant asking prices demanded by drug companies.
EDITORIAL: DON’T LET THEM DIE WAITING (http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/dontletthemdie
waiting/storyfni0ffsx1226905096973)

OPINION: ACCESS TO NEW DRUGS MUST BE FASTER (http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/access
tonewcancerdrugsmustcomefromamorerapidprocess/storyfni0ffsx1226905070820)

The PBAC has again rejected or deferred applications to subsidise seven cancer drugs while approving three
others, which are available for just $36.10.
Another, Abraxane, was approved to treat prostate cancer, but only at a price its manufacturer claims will
prevent it becoming available on the PBS.
Australia’s Cancer Drugs Alliance is calling on the Federal Government to establish a fund to provide immediate
access to the treatments while it conducts a wider overhaul of the PBS to hasten approvals.
Alliance chairman Professor John Zalcberg said that while other countries can subsidise new drugs within six
months of clinical approval, Australia takes an average of 2½ years and up to six years.
In the meantime, some patients pay tens of thousands of dollars for treatment, while many more die without
them.
“It is not just the drugs which people pay for, it is the people who can’t afford to pay for them,” Prof Zalcberg said.
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“You have to tell people these drugs are there, but on the other hand, you don’t want to make the suffering any
worse.”

Drugs which treat everything from prostate, breast, lung and brain to blood and renal cancers.
Source: HeraldSun
After his life was saved by an experimental melanoma drug last year, Grand Prix chairman Ron Walker is
pushing for improved treatment access for all, meeting with Health Minister Peter Dutton.
“It is a great opportunity and I know deep down Minister Dutton and Treasurer Hockey are very cognisant of the
fact something needs to be done, and something will be done,” Mr Walker said.
Since 2011, the UK’s $361 million Cancer Drugs Fund has enabled 36,000 patients to access medication
rejected for subsidies by the UK’s National Health Service.
The fund’s chair, Dr Peter Clark, told the Herald Sun Australia should adopt a similar scheme to both provide
immediate access to treatment and evaluate the drugs.
“The elephant in the room is always the drug pricing and I think we need systems like this to put pressure back
on the pharmaceutical companies,” Dr Clark said.
“Once you see reallife outcomes, it will end up with much more realistic pricing by pharmaceutical companies,
and therefore there is a decent chance things will get approved by the NHS and PBAC the first time.
“If our brothers in Australia were to do the same thing, it would be a wonderful thing in tandem because we could
learn off each other.”
The Government defended the PBS as a worldclass system but is committed to reform.
“The Government is determined to give early access at a price affordable to taxpayers wherever possible and is
looking at international examples that might be applicable in Australia,” a spokesman for Health Minister Peter
Dutton said.
grant.mcarthur@news.com.au
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DAUGHTER WORKS SEVEN DAYS TO PAY FOR CANCER MEDICINE
MICHELLE Shao is working seven days a week to scrape together the thousands of dollars needed to buy as
much quality time with her mother, Yunli Li, as she can.
Her mother is fighting terminal metastatic ovarian cancer and relying on treatments of the nonPBS listed drug,
Avastin, to delay a recurrence of the disease.
On average, the drug is able to keep Ms Li’s type of cancer at bay for four months.

Michelle Shao is working seven days a week to pay for the medicine of her mother, Yunli Li. Picture: Jason
Edwards
Source: News Limited
But the treatment comes at $8000 a pop for Ms Shoa, even though its manufacturer, Roche, is sharing the costs
with her.
“I am the only person who can bring money to this family and, because of this financial stress, I have been
working Saturday and Sunday  I can’t afford not to go to work,” Ms Shao said.
“She is everything I have ever had.
“She is my mother and I will do whatever I have to do to pay that money.
“It is buying us time between the relapses where she is cancerfree and doesn’t have to be taking all these
medications and having chemotherapy.
“They (the Government) might think four months is not much for a normal person  but she is not a normal
person, she has terminal cancer.”
The mother and daughter immigrated to Australia from China eight years ago and rent in St Albans, and Ms
Shao said she was proud to be a part of a country that funded medical care and took such great care of patients
regardless of wealth.
But she is still struggling to understand why a drug that is widely used in the US and Europe is so difficult to
access in Australia.
“We are really grateful to live in a country like this, but I don’t know why, when there is something so obvious,
they can’t make things better,” Ms Shao said.
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“When I think that she can probably have more than four months cancerfree, it is everything to us  we couldn’t
wish for anything better than that.
“I am willing to pay whatever the money is.”
PRICE OF SURVIVAL TOO MUCH FOR SOME
EIGHTEEN months ago, Cherie Moore was told she had only about a year to live.
Now, responding well to a new medication, the 47yearold Montrose mother of three sees no reason why she
can’t just keep on living.
But survival comes at a cost  $4700 a treatment.
Faced with no other option to combat an aggressive, incurable brain tumour, Ms Moore was offered a last
chance on the nonPBS listed Avastin, provided she pay for the medication.

Cherie Moore with Jessie, Rikki, Cooper and husband Sean. Picture: Jay Town
Source: News Limited
Having cashed in her superannuation to pay for her medicine, Ms Moore is on her fourth round of the drug, with
its manufacturer Roche now picking up the cost after she paid for the first $10,000 worth.
The week she started taking the drug, the pharmaceutical company revised its compassionate use guidelines
and will take over the cost of new Avastin patients after they have paid for the first $20,000 of treatments  a
situation which makes Ms Moore fear for others.
“Drugs like Avastin are out there for a reason and they should be made available to whoever needs them, not
just people who can scrape together $10,000.
“Eventually, I was told that Avastin was a last resort treatment for me, however it was not a treatment that would
be subsidised for patients with my condition. I had to pay $10,000 to gain access to this form of treatment, which,
when I can’t work and having three children, is quite a lot of money.”
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Karin

May 6, 2014

How many millions of dollars are wasted at each state and federal election by political parties campaigning to
promote themselves? They should be voted in or out on their performance record and prioritize the health of all
Australians. I'm sure we would all prefer to see our taxes paying to save lives as opposed to political advertising
campaigns which are predominantly just bitching on each other.
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May 6, 2014

Cannabis (even smoked, vapourised, and eaten) has been shown to reduce tumors and in many cases for them
to totally disappear. The Gov't doesn't want people to know that, until Big Pharma can get its chubby fingers on it
and turn it into a 'medicine' that suits their pockets. To grow a cannabis plant and then use it as a medicine is
something that is already chosen by many, MANY people around the World and it costs virtually nothing to grow
it. Of course, at the moment, those sick people who are clandestinely using it, are nothing short of criminals as
far as the law is concerned.
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May 5, 2014

And yet Cannabis is still illegal and its proponents persecuted. There are so many instances where Cannabis
juice has killed the cancer with no side effects. Given the multibillion dollar industry, this is perhaps another
reason why this miracle plant is still illegal. God has given us this plant for a reason.
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May 5, 2014

Well hang on a minuet, you can't have past Prime Ministers and the rest of the retired public servants handing
over some of their very generous retirement packages ( and still go on earning) and redistribute the money to
save these sick people can you. I mean there's not enough money to go round now according to Joe Hockey and
someone will miss out, and guess just who that's going to be. Look it's not in the Govt's. interest to save every
body. Did you know that over the age of 7580 you are no longer considered worth saving and not a lot of money
will be spent on you in doing so. Prostate cancer is one illness that comes to mind.
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Russell

May 5, 2014

Yes but this government have concocted a budget emergency to get out of paying for as much as they can get
away with. Good luck getting Abbott and Hockey to sign on for this.
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Top Stories
Response from Eddie, AFL not nearly enough

THERE'S so much wrong about the Eddie McGuireJamesBrayshawDanny Frawley pack mentality attack of
Caroline Wilson. As was the AFL's insipid response on Monday.

Pies board accepts McGuire apology

UPDATE: EDDIE McGuire has the backing of the Collingwood board to remain president after accepting his
apology for his explosive radio comments about Caroline Wilson.
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